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The European Yearbook of Business History

2019-04-26

first published in 1999 this volume aims to reflect on the changing structure experience and aspirations of european

business as it approaches the millennium including chapters in issues including business scandals in the weimar

republic the evolution of management consultancies in portugal and spain and the british public sector the yearbook

exploits these changes by serving as a forum for debate in europe and aims to bring work on individual countries to

a wider european audience responding to the challenge of globalization cooperation within a single european market

and an increasing interest in corporate governance and environmental issues the yearbook broadens to include

socio political issues along with stimulating new types of scholarship among european business historians and new

preservation strategies by business archivists

European Yearbook of Minority Issues

2004

first published in 1998 the european yearbook of business history publishes research and review articles in english

on the history of private enterprises based in individual european countries as well as studies of transnational

corporations it also includes work on public and state corporations its scope is all of europe not merely the countries

of the european union and its prime but not exclusive period of interest is the 19th and 20th centuries the first issue

includes reviews of the present state and future prospects of business history in most european countries together

with articles summarising current japanese and american perspectives on the history of european industrial and

commercial enterprises

European Yearbook of Business History

2019-05-23

volume 10 of the eyiel focusses on the relationship between transnational labour law and international economic law

on the occasion of the 100th anniversary of the international labour organisation ilo as one of the oldest un agencies

the ilo has achieved considerable progress with respect to labour rights and conditions the contributions to eyiel

volume 10 assess these achievements in light of current and future challenges the ilo s core instruments and legal

documents are analysed and similarly the impact labour standards have on trade and investment agreements in its

regional section eyiel 10 addresses recent developments in the us and the eu including the us trade policy strategy

towards china as well as the reform of the nafta in its part on institutions eyiel 10 focusses inter alia on the role of

the rule of law in relation to current practices of the international monetary fund and of the wto s appellate body as

an international court furthermore it provides an overview of current cases before the wto finally the volume entails a

section with review essays on recently published books in the field of international economic law and international

investment law

European Yearbook of International Economic Law 2019

2020-01-13

the european yearbook of constitutional law eycl is an annual publication devoted to the study of constitutional law it
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aims to provide a forum for in depth analysis and discussion of new developments in the field both in europe and

beyond this third volume of the eycl focuses on constitutional advice an underexplored topic of legal scholarship

today and addresses this situation by looking beyond constitutional law s familiar focus on the classic separation of

powers and the main legislative executive and judicial bodies implied by this construct the attention is shifted to

mapping and analysing the advisory bodies and functions grouped around and in support of the legislators

administrators and judges at the frontline of the constitutional edifice which is accomplished through national

comparative and transnational perspectives on constitutional advice from europe and beyond addressing the topic of

constitutional advice is necessary to broaden and deepen not only our understanding of advice as a field in its own

right but also as a way of rendering a fuller account of contemporary constitutionalism also the increasing political

polarisation across many societies today underscores the need to study constitutional advice on topics of

significance in an attempt to bridge divides and end gridlock this book will be of special interest to constitutional

scholars and legal scholars more generally as well as to political scientists in addition government officials judges

and policy makers wishing to better understand the legal mechanisms and avenues when it comes to rendering or

receiving advice in the contemporary constitutional context will find much of relevance jurgen de poorter is professor

at tilburg law school department of public law and governance gerhard van der schyff is associate professor at

tilburg law school department of public law and governance maarten stremler is assistant professor at maastricht

university faculty of law department of public law maartje de visser is associate professor at yong pung how school

of law singapore management university singapore

European Yearbook of International Economic Law

2009

climate change is the defining challenge of our time while political leadership and scientific expertise are key law has

a major role to play in fashioning responses volume 13 of the eyiel assesses central aspects of the legal regimes

governing climate change and liability covering traditional trade and investment topics as well eu instruments

regulating private actors contributions reflect the diverse links between international economic law and climate

change through a mix of foundational inquiries and coverage of current issues such as climate change litigation the

volume offers a rich and nuanced account of international economic law in an era of climate change and liability

European Yearbook of Constitutional Law 2021

2022-06-06

the european yearbook promotes the scientific study of nineteen european supranational organisations and the

organisation for economic co operation and development oecd each volume contains a detailed survey of the history

structure and yearly activities of each organisation and an up to date chart providing a clear overview of the member

states of each organisation each volume contains a comprehensive bibliography covering the year s relevant

publications

European Yearbook of International Economic Law 2022

2023-05-23

volume 8 of the eyiel focuses on the external economic relations of the european union as one of the most dynamic
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political fields in the process of european integration the first part of this volume analyses the recent controversial

questions of the external economic relations of the union dealing with the complexity of mixed agreements

transparency and legitimacy issues as well as recent proposals in relation to investor state dispute settlement the

trade defence instruments and the implications of the brexit in this context the second part of eyiel 8 addresses

ongoing bilateral and multilateral negotiations of the eu with china japan australia canada and taiwan moreover the

third part deals with the eu in international organisations and institutions in particular the recent institutional aspects

of the eu un relationship representation in the imf as well as wto jurisprudence involving the eu in 2015 the volume

concludes with reviews of recent books in international economic law

European Yearbook / Annuaire Europeen 1963

1965-01-07

volume 11 of the eyiel focuses on rights and obligations of business entities under international economic law it

deals with the responsibilities of business entities as well as their special status in various subfields of international

law including human rights corruption competition law international investment law civil liability and international

security law the contributions to this volume thus highlight the significance of international law for the regulation of

business entities in addition eyiel 11 addresses recent challenges developments as well as events in european and

international economic law such as the 2019 elections to the european parliament brexit and the eu mercosur free

trade agreement a series of essays reviewing new books on international trade and investment law completes the

volume

European Yearbook of International Economic Law 2017

2017-10-06

the european yearbook promotes the scientific study of nineteen european supranational organisations and the oecd

each volume contains a detailed survey of the history structure and yearly activities of each organisation and an up

to date chart providing a clear overview of the member states of each organisation

European Yearbook of International Economic Law 2020

2021-11-05

part one of vol 2 2011 of the european yearbook of international economic law adresses two major topics of current

academic debate and public interest firstly it focuses on the state and the global economy secondly on climate

change and international economic law part two contains treatises of recent regional integration developments taking

place in the major regions of the world part three covers the legal and political developments in the major

international organizations and fora dealing with international economic policy making part four contains book

reviews of recent works in the field of international economic law

European Yearbook / Annuaire Europeen 1960

1962-01-07

the european yearbook of minority issues provides a critical and timely review of contemporary developments in
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minority majority relations in europe it combines analysis commentary and documentation in relation to conflict

management international legal developments and domestic legislation affecting minorities in europe part i contains

scholarly articles and in 2002 3 features two special focus sections belgium and new minorities accompanied by a

miscellaneous articles section part ii reviews the implementation of minority legislation and international standards at

the universal and regional levels as well as new developments in relation to them and contains a list of international

norms apart from providing a unique annual overview of minority issues for both scholars and practitioners in this

field the yearbook will be an indispensable reference tool for libraries research institutes as well as governments and

international organisations

European Yearbook of International Economic Law 2011

2011-01-12

the european yearbook of constitutional law eycl is an annual publication devoted to the study of constitutional law it

aims to provide a forum for in depth analysis and discussion of new developments in the field both in europe and

beyond this second volume examines the constitutional positioning of cities across space and time unrelenting

urbanisation means that most people are or soon will be living in cities and that city administrations become in many

respects their quintessential governing units cities are places where state power is operationalised and concretised

where laws and government policies transform from parchment objectives to practical realities in a similar vein cities

are also places for the realisation of the constitutional rights and liberties enjoyed by individuals the book is

organised around three sets of relations that await further unpacking in theory as well as practice that between cities

and other institutions in the national constitutional architecture that between cities and their inhabitants and that

between cities and international organisations the contributions to this book show the marked diversity in the role

and powers available to cities in europe and beyond and identify principles and approaches to help stipulate new

ways of thinking about the legal role and relevance of cities going forward ernst hirsch ballin is distinguished

university professor at tilburg university and vice dean for research of tilburg law school gerhard van der schyff is

associate professor at tilburg law school department of public law and governance maarten stremler is lecturer at

maastricht university faculty of law department of public law maartje de visser is associate professor at smu school

of law singapore

European Yearbook of Minority Issues

2004

the european yearbook promotes the scientific study of nineteen european supranational organisations and the

organisation for economic co operation and development oecd each volume contains a detailed survey of the history

structure and yearly activities of each organisation and an up to date chart providing a clear overview of the member

states of each organisation each volume contains a comprehensive bibliography covering the year s relevant

publications

European Yearbook of Constitutional Law 2020

2021-03-27

the european yearbook promotes the scientific study of nineteen european supranational organisations and the oecd
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the series offers a detailed survey of the history structure and yearly activities of each organisation and an up to date

overview of the member states of each organisation this special anniversary volume celebrates 60 years of

publication of the yearbook and its contents differs from that of the regular volumes therefore it offers a selection of

the most important articles dealing with european cooperation and integration to appear in the yearbook during its 60

years of publication these are of particular interest not only because they provide a unique historical snapshot of the

many successes and occasional failures in the field of european integration but also because they discuss the ideals

and aims that lay behind these efforts many of which still resonate today as europe confronts questions about its

political destiny and ideal shape this volume contains articles in english and french

European Yearbook / Annuaire Europeen 1955

1957-01-07

the european yearbook promotes the scientific study of nineteen european supranational organisations and the oecd

each volume contains a detailed survey of the history structure and yearly activities of each organisation and an up

to date chart providing a clear overview of the member states of each organisation

European Yearbook / Annuaire Europeen 1975

1977-10-01

volume 9 of the eyiel focusses on natural resources law understood as a special area of international economic law

in light of increasing conflicts over access to and the use of natural resources and of their impact on political social

and environmental aspects the contributions of this volume analyse to which extent international economic law can

contribute to the sustainable exploitation management and distribution of natural resources the volume collects

contributions on general principles of natural resources law the importance of natural resources for trade investment

and european economic law as well as analyses of particular sectors and areas including fracking timber space and

deep seabed mining and natural resources in the arctic region in its section on regional developments eyiel 9

addresses two regional integration systems which are usually not at the centre of public interest but which deserve

all the more attention due to their special relations with europe the eurasian economic union and the caribbean

community caricom further eyiel sections address recent wto and investment case law as well as developments at

the imf the volume also contains review essays of important recent books in international economic law and other

aspects of international law which are connected to international economic relations the chapter sovereignty

ownership and consent in natural resource contracts from concepts to practice by lorenzo cotula is open access

under a cc by 4 0 license via link springer com

European Yearbook 1986

1988-09-08

the european yearbook promotes the scientific study of nineteen european supranational organisations and the oecd

the series offers a detailed survey of the history structure and yearly activities of each organisation and an up to date

overview of the member states of each organisation this special anniversary volume celebrates 60 years of

publication of the yearbook and its contents differs from that of the regular volumes therefore it offers a selection of

the most important articles dealing with european cooperation and integration to appear in the yearbook during its 60
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years of publication these are of particular interest not only because they provide a unique historical snapshot of the

many successes and occasional failures in the field of european integration but also because they discuss the ideals

and aims that lay behind these efforts many of which still resonate today as europe confronts questions about its

political destiny and ideal shape this volume contains articles in english and french

European Yearbook of International Economic Law 2018

2019-02-25

the european yearbook promotes the scientific study of nineteen european supranational organisations and the

organisation for economic co operation and development oecd each volume contains a detailed survey of the history

structure and yearly activities of each organisation and an up to date chart providing a clear overview of the member

states of each organisation each volume contains a comprehensive bibliography covering the year s relevant

publications

European Yearbook / Annuaire Europeen 1969

1971

the first volume of the new yearbook tries to catch the broadness of contemporary international economic law in part

i it brings together articles on a variety of subjects reaching from exchange rate manipulation and financial market

supervision over international investment law including the growing investment protectionism to recent developments

of the external economic constitution of the european union and the relationship between climate change and

international economic law part ii covers the major regional economic integration developments around the globe

analysed in different articles covering the different regions part iii informs about recent activities in some of the major

global economic institutions

European Yearbook / Annuaire Europeen 1976

1978-07-01

first published in 1998 the european yearbook of business history publishes research and review articles in english

on the history of private enterprises based in individual european countries as well as studies of transnational

corporations it also includes work on public and state corporations its scope is all of europe not merely the countries

of the european union and its prime but not exclusive period of interest is the 19th and 20th centuries the first issue

includes reviews of the present state and future prospects of business history in most european countries together

with articles summarising current japanese and american perspectives on the history of european industrial and

commercial enterprises

European Yearbook of International Economic Law 2010

2009-12-01

the third volume of the european yearbook of international economic law focuses on two major topics of current

academic and political interest firstly it adresses the 10th anniversary of china s accession to the wto and its

implications secondly it deals with different legal aspects of global energy markets
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European Yearbook of Business History

2019-05-31

avec ce quatrieme volume i annuaire europeen entre dans 1a seconde phase de son existance a l origine la

publication de cet annuaire avait ete a titre d experience prevue pour trois ans cette periode est deja depassee et ie

succes de l experience est demontre par de nombreuses critiques elogieuses comme par l accueil tres favorable

que lui ont reserve les milieux inte resses aux affaires europeennes en consequence ie comite des ministres du

conseil de l euro pe decida en mars 1957 que l annuaire europeen continuerait a paraitre sans limitation de duree

ainsi les assises de notre oeuvre sont pour ainsi dire devenues permanentes et ce fait meme prouve les progres

realises dans la voie de i integration europeenne en effet l annee 1957 a ete extremement fructueuse en ce qui

concerne l integration europeenne et alors que dans l ensemble ce volume iv devait etre consacre a i evolution des

faits en 1956 nous avons dll egalement porter notre attention aussi bien dans les articles que dans la partie

documentaire sur les nouvelles institutions dont l impqrtance est capitale c est pourquoi ie traite instituant la

communaute economique euro peenne figure parmi les textes documentaires du present volume toutefois en raison

du manque de place ia publication du trait6 instituant i euratom a ete differee jusqu au prochain volume etant donne

l importance de ces deux nouveaux traites pour l integration europeenne ie comite de redaction demanda a m

European Yearbook of International Economic Law 2012

2011-12-20

part one of volume 4 2013 of the european yearbook of international economic law offers a special focus on recent

developments in international competition policy and law international competition law has only begun to emerge as

a distinct subfield of international economic law in recent years even though international agreements on competition

co operation date back to the 1970s competition law became a prominent subject of political and academic debates

in the late 1990s when competition and trade were discussed as one of the singapore issues in the wto today

international competition law is a complex and multi layered system of rules and principles encompassing not only

the external application of domestic competition law and traditional bilateral co operation agreements but also

competition provisions in regional trade agreements and non binding guidelines and standards furthermore the

relevance of competition law for developing countries and the relationship between competition law and public

services are the subject of heated debates the contributions to this volume reflect the growing diversity of the issues

and elements of international competition law part two presents analytical reports on the developments of the

regional integration processes in north america central africa and southeast asia as well as on the treaty practice of

the european union part three covers the legal and political developments in major international organizations that

deal with international economic law namely the imf wco wto wipo icsid and unctad lastly part four offers book

reviews of recent works in the field of international economic law

European yearbook 9

1963-01-07

the european yearbook of disability law is part of the ongoing research program of the maastricht center for human

rights of maastricht university and the center for disability law and policy of the national university of ireland galway

the yearbook reviews the significant developments at the european level regarding disability law and policy it
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contains a series of articles on current challenges and developments from senior analysts and academics working in

the field it provides critical insight in the evolution of european disability law and policy and offers analyses of

pressing challenges in a broad range of fields the core of the yearbook consists of a review of the preceding year s

significant events as well as policy and legal developments within the institutions of the european union it reviews

major eu policy developments other publications and legislative proposals as well as case law from the court of

justice of the european union and the european court of human rights series european yearbook of disability law vol

4

Annuaire Europeen

2012-12-06

in 2014 the global economic system celebrates two anniversaries seventy years ago on 22 july 1944 at bretton

woods new hampshire the articles of agreement of the international monetary fund imf and the articles of agreement

of the international bank for reconstruction and development worldbank were adopted since then the global financial

and monetary system underwent significant policy changes but the institutional framework remained the same more

recently twenty years ago on 15 april 1994 the final act of the uruguay round of multilateral trade negotiations was

signed and its key component the agreement establishing the world trade organization entered into force on 1

january 1995 even though the beginning of the multilateral trading system dates back to the late 1940s the founding

of the wto constitutes a significant institutional reform which marks the beginning of a new era anniversaries are

usually moments of celebration however even a superficial observer will notice that neither the current international

financial and monetary regime nor the international trade regime is in a stage which invites celebration instead both

are facing difficult and fundamental challenges to their very existence from the outside but also from within so while

there may be no time to celebrate anniversaries are also often used for reflection about the past and the future

hence eyiel 5 2014 considers these two anniversaries ample moments to reflect on the legacy and the current status

of the main two pillars of international economic law in its part one part two of eyiel 5 2014 brings together

contributions on the eu s deep trade agenda on current approaches to the international investment regime in south

america on the multilayered system of regional economic integration in west africa and on the tripartite free trade

area as well as on india and her trade agreements part three contains treatises of developments in the world

customs organization the world intellectual property organization and in international investment law after the book

reviews in part four eyiel 5 2014 is complemented with an annex containing the case on exchange rate manipulation

and crisis caused guarantees to financial institutions and the best submissions of the 11th emc2 elsa wto moot court

competition of the harvard team for the complainant and the leuven team for the respondent the case not only

addresses issues of current interest but also links the subjects of our two special focusses nicely together

European Yearbook of International Economic Law 2013

2013-04-02

volume 7 of the eyiel focusses on critical perspectives of international economic law recent protests against free

trade agreements such as the transatlantic trade and investment partnership ttip remind us that international

economic law has always been a politically and legally contested field this volume collects critical contributions on

trade investment financial and other subfields of international economic law from scholars who have shaped this

debate for many years the critical contributions to this volume are challenged and sometimes rejected by
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commentators who have been invited to be critical with the critics the result is a unique collection of critical essays

accompanied by alternative and competing views on some of the most fundamental topics of international economic

law in its section on regional developments eyiel 7 addresses recent megaregional and plurilateral trade and

investment agreements and negotiations short insights on various aspects of the transpacific partnership tpp and its

sister ttip are complemented with comments on other developments including the african tripartite fta und the

negotiations on a plurilateral trade in services agreement tisa further sections address recent wto and investment

case law as well as recent developments concerning the imf unctad and the wco the volume closes with reviews of

recent books in international economic law

European Yearbook of International Economic Law (Eyiel), Vol. 4 (2013)

2013-04-30

the european yearbook promotes the scientific study of nineteen european supranational organisations and the oecd

the series offers a detailed survey of the history structure and yearly activities of each organisation and an up to date

overview of the member states of each organisation this special anniversary volume celebrates 60 years of

publication of the yearbook and its contents differs from that of the regular volumes therefore it offers a selection of

the most important articles dealing with european cooperation and integration to appear in the yearbook during its 60

years of publication these are of particular interest not only because they provide a unique historical snapshot of the

many successes and occasional failures in the field of european integration but also because they discuss the ideals

and aims that lay behind these efforts many of which still resonate today as europe confronts questions about its

political destiny and ideal shape this volume contains articles in english and french

European Yearbook of Disability Law

2013

the european yearbook of constitutional law eycl is an annual publication devoted to the study of constitutional law it

aims to provide a forum for in depth analysis and discussion of new developments in the field both in europe and

beyond this fourth volume of the eycl addresses the underexplored and contentious topic of whether the eu

possesses a constitutional identity of its own to date the main focus of scholarship and case law concerns the

constitutional identities of the member states of the eu this is because the eu has to respect such identities

according to article 4 2 teu the attention for member states constitutional identities stands in stark contrast to the

notion of an eu constitutional identity such an identity features very little in the literature and debate on constitutional

identity and the legal architecture of the eu consequently this edition of the eycl addresses the gap in legal research

by studying constitutional identity with a focus on the eu itself the book explores various views on whether the eu

possesses such an identity and what any possible identity might entail in this way a fuller and more inclusive picture

can be formed of constitutional identity as it relates to the multilevel constitutional order inhabited by the eu and its

member states this volume will be of special interest to constitutional and legal scholars who are interested in eu and

national constitutional law as well as to political scientists in addition the book is relevant for judges government

officials judges and policy makers who work with eu constitutional law and its relationship with national constitutional

law jurgen de poorter is state councillor at the dutch council of state and professor at tilburg law school department

of public law and governance gerhard van der schyff is associate professor at tilburg law school department of public

law and governance maarten stremler is assistant professor at maastricht university faculty of law department of
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public law maartje de visser is associate professor at smu school of law singapore ingrid leijten is professor at tilburg

law school department of public law and governance charlotte van oirsouw is phd researcher at utrecht university

department of constitutional and administrative law

European Yearbook of International Economic Law 2014

2014-02-10

the european yearbook promotes the scientific study of nineteen european supranational organisations and the

organisation for economic co operation and development oecd each volume contains a detailed survey of the history

structure and yearly activities of each organisation and an up to date chart providing a clear overview of the member

states of each organisation in addition a number of articles on topics of general interest are included in each volume

a general index by subject and name and a cumulative index of all the articles which have appeared in the yearbook

are included in every volume and provide direct access to the yearbook s subject matter each volume contains a

comprehensive bibliography covering the year s relevant publications this is an indispensable work of reference for

anyone dealing with the european institutions

European Yearbook of International Economic Law 2016

2016-07-16

the european yearbook of constitutional law eycl is an annual publication initiated by the department of public law

and governance at tilburg university and devoted to the study of constitutional law it aims to provide a forum for in

depth analysis and discussion of new developments in the field both in europe and beyond this inaugurate volume

examines the safeguards and limits of judicial power in a variety of constitutional systems both at the national and

supranational level the book approaches the judiciary as part of the constitutional system operating within a legal

order that connects the citizens and institutions of the state to each other looking at the judiciary from this broader

perspective the traditional doctrine of the separation of powers would appear no longer to adequately represent the

diversity and complexity of constitutional systems and their democratic legitimacy judicial independence does not

mean isolation but should better be understood as institutionalizing relationships that legitimize the power of the

courts the notions of safeguards and limits indicate the reciprocally enabling and protecting nature of these

relationships in recognition of this the contributions to this volume analyse these safeguards and limits as relations

existing within a complex constitutional architecture state institutions today are involved in a fundamental

transformation of their selfunderstanding as a result of changes in political culture several contributions to this

volume provide examples of political criticism and pressure on the judiciary against which the usual guarantees are

unable to provide adequate protection a convincing and effective response to threats to the judiciary s independence

requires a detailed and precise analysis of the judiciary s constitutional safeguards and limits this book offers a step

in that direction

Annuaire Européen / European Yearbook

2013-12-01

he european yearbook of disability law is part of the ongoing research programme of the centre for disability law and

policy of the national university of ireland galway and the maastricht centre for human rights of maastricht university
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the european yearbook of disability law reviews the significant developments at european level regarding disability

law and policy the yearbook contains a series of articles on current challenges and developments from senior

analysts and academics working in the field it aims to provide critical insight in the evolution of european disability

law and policy and offers analyses of pressing challenges in a broad range of fields the core of the yearbook

consists of a review of the preceding year s significant events as well as policy and legal developments within the

institutions of the european union it reviews major eu policy developments studies and other publications legislative

proposals and case law from the european court of justice and the european court of human rights

European Yearbook / Annuaire Europeen 1977

1979-10-01

the protection of human rights lies at the very core of european integration but considering the multitude of activities

by the eu the council of europe and the organization for security and cooperation in europe osce it is often difficult to

keep track in depth analysis by human rights experts is important for understanding changing paradigms and

assessing emerging trends for this purpose this first volume of the new european yearbook on human rights which is

edited jointly by representatives of four major european human rights institutions brings together 20 contributions by

renowned european human rights experts the yearbook s innovative structure allows for quick orientation and direct

access to the many facets of europe s culture of human rights opening with three articles on the topical issues of the

year the yearbook contains extensive sections on the developments of the three most important european

organizations charged with securing human rights the eu the council of europe and the osce a further chapter looks

at the role of civil society and cross cutting issues in human rights protection multi disciplinary and eminently

readable european yearbook on human rights 09 provides its readers with a comprehensive overview of the human

rights situation in europe in 2008

European Yearbook of Constitutional Law 2022

2023-07-25

the european yearbook promotes the scientific study of nineteen european supranational organisations and the oecd

each volume contains a detailed survey of the history structure and yearly activities of each organisation and an up

to date chart providing a clear overview of the member states of each organisation
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